The Woodwind with Wifi and PID controller will make the choir sing with delight. Combined with the new Camp Chef Connect App, you have the ability to change the temperature, adjust smoke levels, set timers and receive notifications when your meat reaches your set temperature, all from the palm of your hand. Loaded with features like Slide & Grill Technology, Ash Kickin’ Cleanout, and Smoke Control, being the neighborhood grill master has never been so easy.
KEY FEATURES:

1. **WiFi Controller**
   - Full-color PID controller allows you to control the temperature and smoke levels. Easily connects to your mobile device via the Camp Chef app.

2. **Slide & Grill Technology**
   - Switch between Direct and Indirect Flame mode for grill surface temperatures up to 650°F.

3. **Ash Cleanout System**
   - Easily clean out the burner and dispose of ashes.

4. **Side Attachment Compatible**
   - Side shelf can be replaced by the Camp Chef Sear Box or Sidekick attachment.

- **Smoke Settings**
  - Control how much smoke you incorporate into your cook by adjusting the Smoke Number with the push of a button.
The **SIDEKICK** is just that—your pellet grill’s powerful partner in cooking crime.

- **BOIL**
  - 30,000 BTU
- **BAKE**
  - 650°F +
- **GRIDDLE**
  - 7 ga. heavy-duty steel
- **GRILL**
  - 900°F

**MIX AND MATCH**

The VersaGrill to cook what you want, how you want.

**Fits 14” One-Burner Accessories**

Look for compatible accessories with a blue 14” icon

Accessories sold separately

---

**SIDEKICK**

PELLET GRILL ATTACHMENT

Easily change out accessories to fully customize your Sidekick for almost limitless cooking options. From bake to boil, or sauté and sear. You will soon expand your outdoor menu to include all of your favorite recipes... and much, much more.

*Popular Science’s 100 Greatest Innovations of 2018*
WOODWIND WIFI FAMILY

WOODWIND 36
Model PG36CL
• WiFi PID controller automatically maintains cooking temperature
• Camp Chef Connect App compatible
• Slide and Grill technology
• Ash Kickin’ Cleanout
• Smoke Control with 10 smoke level settings
• Full-sized upper rack provides additional cooking space
• 160°F up to 500°F temperature range for slow smoking to grilling (25,000 BTU)
• Four stainless steel meat probes
• Stainless steel firebox
• Grease management system
• 22 lb pellet hopper with cleanout

WOODWIND 24
Model PG24CL
• WiFi PID controller automatically maintains cooking temperature
• Camp Chef Connect App compatible
• Slide and Grill technology
• Ash Kickin’ Cleanout
• Smoke Control with 10 smoke level settings
• Full-sized upper rack provides additional cooking space
• 160°F up to 500°F temperature range for slow smoking to grilling (25,000 BTU)
• Four stainless steel meat probes
• Stainless steel firebox
• Grease management system
• 22 lb pellet hopper with cleanout

WOODWIND 20
Model PG20CT
• WiFi PID controller automatically maintains cooking temperature
• Camp Chef Connect App compatible
• Slide and Grill technology
• Ash Kickin’ Cleanout
• Smoke Control with 10 smoke level settings
• 20” chamber length
• Large, heavy wire grilling area: 13.75” x 18.4”
• Top rack provides additional cooking space
• 160°F up to 500°F temperature range for slow smoking to grilling (25,000 BTU)
• Four stainless steel meat probes
• Proprietary Vortex burner design (patent pending)
• Stainless steel firebox
• Grease management system
• 10 lb pellet hopper

501 SQ. IN. COOKING CAPACITY
811 SQ. IN. COOKING CAPACITY
1236 SQ. IN. COOKING CAPACITY

Camp Chef No-Hassle Warranty
Here at Camp Chef we stand by our products and take pride in our customer service. Because of this, all Camp Chef pellet grills come with a No-Hassle Warranty. What does that mean? It means that if we did something wrong, we will make it right. We guarantee our products to be free from defect in all materials and workmanship (excluding paint and finish). We will replace defective parts so you can get back to enjoying your product as soon as possible.